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book. At times the macrons seem to be Sinkovich's nemesis. The worst instances are in the third declension, where the false length is given in the model corpus, corpōris, corpōri, etc. (p. 52, reinforced by tempōris and arbōris in the Latin-to-English vocabulary): litoris, however, is right. She usually leaves "hidden" length (as in plēbs and ăctor) unmarked. However, in verbs of the third conjugation, if the present has a long vowel in the root, she is liable to carry it through the principal parts, regardless of the evidence; thus, "dīcō, dicere, dixi, dictus" in contrast to "reĝō, regere, rexī, rectus," whereas the true forms are dīctus, rēxi, and rēctus.

She gives the perfect passive participle in the masculine form, even if the verb is intransitive—e.g., "venīō, venire, vēnī, ventus come"—and therefore only the neuter singular, used impersonally, is possible: Ventum est "People came." Grammars and dictionaries would serve their users best by listing the fourth principal part of transitive verbs in -us and of intransitive verbs in -um (if attested).

I know of no beginners' book that delays the future indicative of the third and fourth conjugations until the present subjunctive has been introduced, so as to explain how in the first person singular the subjunctive form pōnam, audiam, etc., does double duty. An untoward result of taking "pōnam, pōnēs, pōnet" for a valid paradigm of the future indicative is to create non-existent future forms "volam, nōlam, mālam" (p. 154), on the basis of "volēs, volet," etc.

This book also perpetuates the age-old mislabeling of the gerundive as "future passive participle"; yet all the examples are close enough to real Latin and therefore do not bear out the false characterization. Thus, "Urbs capienda est. The city must be (ought to be, has to be) captured" (p. 205), but "Urbe captūri sumus. We are going to capture the city" (p. 207). If the gerundive were really a future passive participle, the meaning would be "The city is going to be captured."

There is much more right than wrong in Sinkovich's book. I point out the shortcomings because, in order to write a reliable elementary grammar, you must know the in's and out's of the language thoroughly.

Saul Levin
SUNY—Binghamton


In 1985, Professor Putnam inaugurated the Townsend Lectures at Cornell University, and if this handsome volume is any indicator, the Townsend Lectures will join the Sather and Martin series in inspiring distinguished contributions to the study of the Classics. While Putnam's role for the series is originary, his service to Horace is, in his own words, "an act of rehabilitation" (9). While several of Odes 4 have received intense study over the years and some of them high praise—Housman is said to have told his Cambridge undergraduates that he considered Odes 4.7 "the most beautiful poem in ancient literature"—as a whole Horace's fourth book has always stood in the shadow of Odes 1–3, the monumentum aere perennius (3.30.1), and the perception that Horace's hitherto proud independence had given way to forced admiration of Augustus, an idea promoted, as Putnam says, by Suetonius' life of the poet (eumque coegerit . . . tribus carminum libris ex longo intervallo quartum addere). By contrast, Putnam contends "that the fifteen odes which comprise Horace's last lyric offering are the rightful capstone of his accomplishment, beautifully crafted in themselves and shaped into a composition of exceptional power and brilliance" (9). Over the next 317 pages Putnam manages to convince the reader, this reader at least, of the rightness of his view. The only word in his thesis that gives me pause is "rightful," which betrays the close reader for whom the unity of the text is overdetermined and for whom every great poem is the best of all possible poems, created by an omniscient and omnipotent poet. I raise this issue not to undermine Putnam's appreciation or interpretations of the poems, but to remind us that these seemingly unquestionable assumptions themselves mark a position. Nor do I mean to suggest that Putnam interprets either the individual poems or the whole book out of either historical or literary context. Putnam is quite right that whatever the date of composition of the individual odes, our task is to try to understand the carefully structured whole which Horace published at a certain point—Putnam retains the traditional 13 B.C.
as the most likely date—in the histories of Rome and Roman poetry. Putnam's comments remind the reader of the most recent landmarks in each series, from the passage of Augustus' moral legislation to his military campaigns and triumphs in the first, and from Propertius' third book (which takes us back to the late 20's) and Vergil's Aeneid (19 B.C. or shortly thereafter) to the entire series of Horace's own poetic achievement, notably the Carmen saeculare of 17 B.C. in the second.

Putnam takes up each of the fifteen odes in the order in which the reader moving through the book would come upon them: "a book of poems should be read as a developing entity" (24). The text he prints (without apparatus) is with one exception that of Klingner's third Teubner edition; his prose translations are accurate, and while they are meant to be modest, they are at times artificial (abi, quo [4.1.7-8] becomes "away, whither" [34]; 4.12.28 is rendered "sweet is unwisdom opportune" [199]). Putnam's discussions move from expanded paraphrase and commentary on those points of interest to him and his particular reading of the poem (or the collection) to analysis. Particularly in the closing sections of the analyses, and increasingly toward the end of the volume—treatment of the final two odes occupies more than a fifth of the entire text—Putnam draws out the recurrent cycles of themes and images of the book. The translation of poetry into thesis is itself reductive, so that to report that the basic theme and pattern Putnam finds in Odes 4 is political and poetic renewal, the latter memorializing the former, is less a betrayal than it might be of a more complex argument. Putnam appreciates complexity, but he is interested in showing us Horace's, not his own.

Odes 4 in Putnam's view may be unum, but it is hardly simplex (ep. A.P. 23). The basic structure is of five blocks of three odes, each of which has coherence as a triad and, more complexly, of which the first poem, "standing more or less alone, deals with personal loss, and the second two, explicitly linked by verbal and thematic echoes, are devoted more to poetry, its content, power, and importance in the Roman community" (211). In "Ode 15 and the Structure of Book 4" (291–306), Putnam attempts to describe the warp and woof of the whole rich design in all its complexity.

It is perhaps inevitable that, given his for-
last two poems, *compositis venerantur armis* (4.14.52), and *progeniem Veneris canemus* (4.15.32). *Vener* in the same metrical slot in both poems (as Putnam notes, only here in book 4 are two consecutive poems in the same meter, alcaics [239]) is supposed to bring out the Venus in *veneror*. I find other arguments about Venus' central but evolving role in the collection more compelling (especially 295–298). On the other hand, the interpretive profit Putnam derives from hearing behind *canemus* (4.15.32) the *canamus* of Eclogue 4.1 and the *canemus* with which Eclogue 9 concludes (v. 67) is impressive.

Putnam addresses the charge, mentioned above, that in *Odes* 4 Horace surrendered his voice to Augustus. By Putnam's reading, the proud and individual voice of *Odes* 1–3 does not so much bend in adulation of Augustus in *Odes* 4 as it merges itself into a chorus of popular praise. Putnam is perhaps at his best when he teases out the paradoxical aspects of the final ode: "The reader schooled in the endings of Horace's earlier books of odes . . . expects a pronouncement on the singular accomplish-

ment of the speaking 'I'. . . . Instead, individuality seems exchanged for a social 'we,' and self-effacement, in the midst of public celebration, replaces any proudful boasting of unique mastery. Yet these very metamorphoses . . . point up an irony. . . . Horace's handling of the initial *apologia* and of the *sphragis* as a whole, by varying the tradition of previous poets and confounding the reader's expectations arising from the poet's own past performance, is in fact a boldly innovative stroke" (273–274).

The aim of the critic is not to displace the author but to increase our appreciation of him. Whether or not we agree with all Putnam’s suggestions, we will return from his book better readers of Horace, more alive to the themes and structures of *Odes* 4, to the contemporary context, political, military, even architectural, and more alive to Horace's own reflections on poetry, his own as well as that of his predecessors, Greek and Roman.

Ralph J. Hexter
Yale University
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